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FROM THE BEST-SELLING AUTHOR OF THE PRAYER WARRIOR'S WAY; THE ART OF WAR FOR SPIRITUAL
BATTLE; HELLO, TOMORROW!; AND COMMANDING YOUR MORNING SELLING MORE THAN ONE MILLION
COPIES COMBINED. Your yesterday does not define your tomorrow. This book will set you free from the past, change
the way you see yourself, and push you to pursue your future and all that God has for you. Each of us is born with a seed
of greatness, but in many of us, it never grows to maturity because we don't realize our full potential. We continue to live
day-to-day based on the failures, defeatist attitude, and purposelessness of the past rather than acknowledging that we
were created for more. Using insights gained from the Book of Genesis, Goodbye, Yesterday! teaches readers the 12
principles of faith they need to be set free from the past, change the way they see themselves, and move fully into all that
God has for them to do and to be. It enables readers to renegotiate their future, redefine their destiny, reestablish their
dominion in a world of chaos, and realize their full potential as God's representatives on the earth. This book will help
readers move beyond the self-defeating behaviors and mind-sets of the past and embrace the "awesome" person God
designed them to be! Also Available in Spanish ISBN: 978-1-62999-271-6 OTHER BOOKS BY CINDY TRIMM: Hello,
Tomorrow! (2018) ISBN: 978-1629995496 The Rules of Engagement for Overcoming Your Past (2014) ISBN:
978-1621362333 'Til Heaven Invades Earth (2013) ISBN: 978-1621362906
Describes how to stay free from offense and escape the mentality of a religious victim, claiming that the feeling of
victimization is one of the tools of Satan, and by overcoming offense, readers will strengthen their relationship with God.
In this intimate book of inspiration, Tyler Perry writes of how his faith has sustained him in hard times, centered him in
good times, and enriched his life. Higher Is Waiting is a spiritual guidebook, a collection of teachings culled from the
experiences of a lifetime, meant to inspire readers to climb higher in their own lives and pull themselves up to a better,
more fulfilling place. Beginning with his earliest memories of growing up a shy boy in New Orleans, Perry recalls the
moments of grace and beauty in a childhood marked by brutality, deprivation, and fear. With tenderness he sketches
portraits of the people who sustained him and taught him indelible lessons about integrity, trust in God, and the power of
forgiveness: his aunt Mae, who cared for her grandfather, who was born a slave, and sewed quilts that told a story of
generations; Mr. Butler, a blind man of remarkable dignity and elegance, who sold penny candies on a street corner; and
his beloved mother, Maxine, who endured abuse, financial hardship, and the daily injustices of growing up in the Jim
Crow South yet whose fierce love for her son burned bright and never dimmed. Perry writes of how he nurtured his
dreams and discovered solace in nature, and of his resolute determination to reach ever higher. Perry vividly and
movingly describes his growing awareness of God’s presence in his life, how he learned to tune in to His voice, to
persevere through hard times, and to choose faith over fear. Here he is: the devoted son, the loving father, the steadfast
friend, the naturalist, the philanthropist, the creative spirit—a man whose life lessons and insights into scripture are a gift
offered with generosity, humility, and love.
Your Breakthrough Is Only a PUSH Away Today’s world knows little about perseverance. This is why so few people
become innovators, entrepreneurs, and world-changers. Success is bypassed, not due to a lack of opportunity, but
because we don’t know how to maximize the opportunities in front of us and PUSH - persevere until success happens.
In her encouraging and dynamic style, Dr. Cindy Trimm inspires you to go for it. It is one thing to read about the lives of
great achievers—it is another thing to join their ranks. Learn how to: • Carry your dreams, visions, and goals “full term”
and to complete fulfillment • Exercise the power of faith to overcome the impossible and release God’s supernatural
purposes into your life • Resist the temptation to ‘cave’ under pressure and press on even when you don’t feel like it
anymore • Empower others to fulfill their divine destinies through co-laboring with them “If you dare to believe that God
has something great in store for you to do, to accomplish, or to achieve, you must be prepared to persevere in spite of
your hardship, setbacks, and challenges in order to realize your dreams and accomplish your goals. This book is written
to give you that extra push.” —Cindy Trimm
The world of business is a big battlefield. If you are a business owner, you know that everyday, business presents you
with all sorts of battles. There are battles to create or stock desirable products or provide quality services, battles for
customers, battles with competitors and so on. In addition, you are human and as such you remain subject to all the
battles every other human must face including the daily battle for your safety and health as well as battles against powers
of darkness amongst others. To be a victor in business and in life and to become prosperous according to God's will, you
need to master the spiritual tools that can help you achieve victory in all your daily battles. If this is your desire,
“Command the Morning: 2015 Daily Prayer Manual for Business Owners” is a unique book that can help you. This
prayer manual was written to enable you fulfill your purpose and destiny on earth just like Jesus did, using the same
instruments He used - prayers and commands. This prayer manual also provides the essential bible passages,
confessions, prayers and blessing with which to take complete charge of your day, thereby allowing you to achieve daily
victory in business and in life.
365 Gospel-Centered Devotions for the Whole Year Mornings can be tough. Sometimes, a hearty breakfast and strong
cup of coffee just aren’t enough. Offering more than a rush of caffeine, best-selling author Paul David Tripp wants to
energize you with the most potent encouragement imaginable: the gospel. Forget “behavior modification” or feel-good
aphorisms. Tripp knows that what we really need is an encounter with the living God. Then we’ll be prepared to trust in
God’s goodness, rely on his grace, and live for his glory each and every day.
First published in 1925, L.B. Cowman's Streams in the Desert® is a masterful compilation of inspirational writings from a
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variety of sources. Updated for the 21st century by Jim Reimann, the book was again an instant classic. This beautiful
classic is now available in a portable gift book. Containing specifically chosen selections from Streams in the Desert®,
this gift book is for those that are hurting or going through crisis and are in need of encouragement. A wonderful gift to
encourage with, or for someone who has already read the book.
The United States Marine Corps is indebted to all who gave permission to use worship materials, hymns, and tunes
under their control that are used in this Devotional Field Book. Every effort was made to ensure that all copyrighted works
are used by permission of the owners.
DIVUse the authority God has given you to move to the next level in your prayer life with this collection of proclamation
prayers by best-selling author Kimberly Daniels. More than just a book on how to pray, Prayers That Bring Change is
filled with actual prayers based on biblical principles that will help you live victoriously in every situation you face. Learn to
break the powers of darkness and release the blessings and favor of God in your life./div
Learn How to Prosper in Every Area of Your Life! I came so they can have real and eternal life, more and better life than
they ever dreamed of. —Jesus Prosperity begins from within. You were created to enjoy prosperity on every level— from a
rich spiritual and intellectual life, to a richness in your relationships and professional pursuits! The problem is that
prosperity has often been reduced to a single measure: A dollar amount. Truth is, financial abundance is just one
expression of what it means to live a rich life. Bestselling author and life empowerment specialist, Dr. Cindy Trimm,
makes it clear that the abundant life described by Jesus is not only for everyone, but is available at any time. Abundance
is a choice! The secret lies within your soul. Get ready to… Make daily choices that position you to fulfill your dreams
Embrace prosperity in every area of your life: Spiritually, mentally, physically, relationally, vocationally, and financially.
Discover the 40 key practices for living your most prosperous life A prosperous soul is your all-access pass to living a rich
life. As your soul prospers, every area of your life will follow suit. Why wait? Start prospering today!
"Friend, if you are worn-out and know you 'should' pray but have no words, there is help in these pages. Stacey Thacker
knows the depths of deep dependence on God. She's been through the nothing-left-to-give moments. The ones in which
you can only whisper, 'Lord, help.' With her authentic devotions and the Holy Spirit groaning on your behalf, I'm confident
you will find hope and encouragement in these pages." –Heather MacFadyen, Host of the Don't Mom Alone Podcast
about Threadbare Prayer Life sometimes brings difficult situations or circumstances that can leave us feeling run-down,
drained, worn-out, and threadbare. These are the times we most desperately need prayer, but they can also be the times
we simply don’t have the words to form a prayer. In Threadbare Prayer, Stacey Thacker presents 100 simple yet
heartfelt devotions to guide readers on the days they don’t know what to pray. Each entry in this attractive, gift-worthy
devotional contains a Bible verse, a brief thought, and a simple, concise prayer to encourage the reader’s heart. From
the Introduction Threadbare [thred-bair] adjective 1. having the nap worn off so as to lay bare the threads of the warp and
woof, as a fabric, garment, etc. I propped my feet on the ottoman and noticed my jeans had finally worn thin enough at
the knee to be considered stylish. Threadbare they are. I picked the string still holding on for dear life and thought, How
appropriate. I’m feeling every bit threadbare myself. My nap has worn off. Worn to the naked thread. I’m hanging on for
dear life. Features 100 devotions including a Bible verse, a brief thought, and threadbare prayer. Helps guide readers on
days they don’t know what to pray. Make a great women’s gift. Attractive hardcover devotional book with 2-color interior.
More Praise for Threadbare Prayer "Threadbare Prayer is for the weary and heavy laden one who needs help turning to
the only One who can shoulder our everyday burdens as well as our especially broken spaces. Not only will this book
help you know how to pray in your time of need, it will point you again and again to the goodness and glory of our
capable, faithful God. " –Katie Orr, author of Secrets of the Happy Soul: Experience the Deep Delight You Were Made
For "If you've ever felt like there is just the thinnest thread holding you together, this book is for you. It's raw and real and
beautiful. When you don't know what to pray, how to pray, or even why you should pray, pick up Threadbare Prayer."
Whisper these words from one who knows the weariness, the worry, and the weight and hear the whisper of peace from
the One who hears, who sees, who knows, and who cares. –Teri Lynne Underwood, author of Praying for Girls: Asking
God for the Things They Need Most “I’m convinced that one of the reasons God allows us to walk through hard things is
so He can use our lives to tell a story of His faithfulness to the people around us watching, waiting to see if the God we
say we love is worth following. He did it with Hosea. He did it with Paul. He is doing it with Stacey Thacker. Over the last
few years I have watched her absolutely refuse to stop clinging to Christ in the midst of a deluge of hard things. The
words in this book are hard-won. They are hard-lived. These prayers have been prayed so many times...but the beauty of
threadbare prayers is that they never, ever wear out...even when we do. I’m so grateful to Stacey, and the entire
Thacker family, for allowing us to see Jesus in them.” –Brooke McGlothlin, co-founder of millionprayingmoms.com, and
author of Praying for Boys: Asking God for the Things They Need Most "I was deeply moved reading Threadbare Prayer.
Moved in my core from page one, with burning tears, and then into comfort and truth of Jesus. Page after page, prayer
after prayer, reminded me to lift my eyes from my struggle to The One who saves. " –Francie Winslow, Host of the
Heaven in Your Home Podcast
Get ready to experience the best 40 days of your life! The 40 Day Soul Fast: Your Journey To Authentic Living is an eightweek study of the life of the soul, the practice of fasting, and the process of living more authentically. It is a
transformational expedition that will lead you on an inward journey to greater health, happiness, and success as you
learn to live from the inside out—as we are told by Jesus in the book of Matthew: “Ignite the kingdom life within you, a fire
within you . . . changing you from the inside out . . . make a clean sweep of your lives” (Matthew 3:11). When all is well
with the souls of humanity, all will be well in the world. When you have peace in your soul, you will bring that peace to
bear on the world around you—you will become the change you are hoping to see. Churches, organizations, small groups,
and families are encouraged to travel together on this 40-day journey to greater mental, emotional, and spiritual health. If
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everyone who picks up this book takes it upon him or herself to encourage others to participate, we would create an
unstoppable movement! You may think that one healed soul cannot heal the world, but it can.Join the Soul Fast
Movement by going to www.soulfast.com. There you will find soul-empowering resources and tools to not only transform
your life, but the world! The 40 Day Soul Fast promises to bring the best out of you so that you can impact your world for
good. Have the courage to follow your heart! Step out and engage with your authentic self—it will be the best 40 days of
your life!
Your prayers can change the world Praying for others is the key to the expansion of the kingdom of God. It is the
foundational power we have to bring spiritual change into our physical world. It is the work of every believer. ?Til Heaven
Invades Earth is a manual on intercessory prayer. In her powerful, direct style Cindy Trimm gives you practical insights
into the importance and impact of intercessory prayer for your life and the lives of those you love. God calls us into the
dance and dialogue of prayer because He is looking for partners to reach out and save our planet and its people. Once
we discover how to pray for others, we don’t just get answers to our prayers, we become answers. Our hearts become
knit together with God to establish His desires upon the earth: His blessings, His healing, His ways, His wisdom, His
kingdom.
This revised, expanded edition of the Common Worship President’s Edition contains everything to celebrate Holy
Communion Order One throughout the church year. It combines relevant material from the original President’s Edition
with Eucharistic material from Times and Seasons, Festivals and Pastoral Services, and the Additional Collects.
Helps develop the staying power and endurance to see the plans God has given people through to the end, and gives
them the character and confidence to find joy in even the toughest of struggles.
Insightful and heart-warming, this classic book is written for those who seek to know God better. It unfolds life-impacting,
biblical truths and has been called a "soul-stirring celebration of the pleasures of knowing God."
Your Words Have Power DIVIf you want your life to change, it all starts with what you think and say. In her authoritative,
declarative style, Cindy Trimm helps you achieve victory over your circumstances through spoken declarations that
activate God’s power.You will put meaning and purpose back into your life when you positively direct your thoughts,
words, and actions toward the realization of your goals. Begin each day by commanding your morning. As you do, know
that whatever begins with God and His principles, has to end right./div
Commanding Your Morning Daily DevotionalCharisma Media
This book will help me craft my future by teaching me to make declarations from God’s Word that will set in motion His
plan for my life and motivate me to believe good things from a good God so I can fulfill my destiny.
Readers are invited to start the morning off right with #1 New York Times bestselling author Joyce Meyer's devotions for
each day of the year.
In her authoritative, declarative style, Cindy Trimm helps you achieve victory over your circumstances through spoken
declarations that activate God's power.
With over one million books sold, Dr. Myles Munroe has been used by God to teach and influence readers around the
world. Now comes his very first yearly devotional, based on several of his best-selling books. Over the course of a year,
Dr. Munroe will encourage and teach you in the area of spiritual power and prayer, while also providing a Scripture
reading to help you read through the entire Bible. Let Dr. Munroe help you develop a daily appointment with God and you
will: Discover the authority of prayer. Overcome obstacles to answered prayer. Understand the power of fasting. Learn
the role of God's Word in prayer. Enter into God's presence as you become a person of prayer. See for yourself how
spending a few moments in God's power and presence can affect every area of your life.
The words we speak have power and can potentially create life or death. But when we make a legal proclamation that
comes from God Himself, we are then operating in a power that trumps all other power. When you proclaim God’s Word
in faith, it is activated to bring about His will and purpose for your life. According to Isaiah 55:11, it does not return empty
but accomplishes everything it is sent to do. God’s Word is the final authority. If He said it, He will make it good! 31
Decrees of Blessing for Your Life will inspire you with a daily devotion for every day of the month that will turn your
attention to the heart of God and His wonderful intentions for your life. Each devotion is followed by ten powerful
decrees—faith-filled words of biblical truth for you to be blessed with love, fruitfulness, friends, wisdom, hope, victory,
family, glory, endurance, God’s presence, gladness, and more. Finally, there is a daily activation for you in response to
each devotion and decree to seal God’s Word in your heart and life. Experience multiplication of blessings for your life
and watch transformation take place as you daily give Jesus your focus and decree His Word.
Offers biblically based advice on overcoming a difficult past.
Thirty years in the making, Audacious is a deep dive into the message that has compelled Beth Moore to serve women around the globe.
Glancing over the years of ministry behind her and strengthening her resolve to the call before her, she came to the realization that her vision
for women was incomplete. It lacked something they were aching for. Something Jesus was longing for. Beth identifies that missing link by
digging through Scripture, unearthing life experiences, and spotlighting a turning point with the capacity to infuse any life with holy passion
and purpose. What was missing? Well, let's just say, it's audacious and it's for all of us. And it's the path to the life you were born to live.
In this book, Command the Morning, Day and Night, we were given biblical counsel on how to take charge of our morning, day and night to
control our environments. Commanding your morning, day or night is to exercise authority or giving command invested upon believers by
God, to say what will stand without negotiation, compromise or prior agreement. Command create barriers to frustrate everything satanic and
wicked people do. Evil decrees or commands from agents of Satan can be reversed, but commands from God and his saints cannot be
reserved without God's permission. Believers command can make or unmake things, kill or give life. All creatures were created by God's
command. Believers are authorized and empowered by God to imitate Him. There are 123 prayer points on this book that will guide us in
commanding our day, morning and night.
This 125 chapter, page turner accurately diagnoses and proffers fail-proof prayers for breakthroughs in diverse, challenging life-situations;
ranging from Prayers for Spiritual growth, Profitable sales, Divine favour, Marital breakthroughs, Salvation of loved ones, Victory in Court,
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Success in Exams, Career Breakthroughs, Victory over Nightmares, Success in Ministry, Breaking Curses, Divine Healing leading to Divine
health guarantees, Deliverance from satanic attacks and many more. Prayer Rain provides a way out for all those wallowing helplessly under
satanic harassment. Knowing what to do and, and doing it right could make a difference between who sinks or swims in the river of life.
Prayer Rain is a spiritual life-jacket. Endeavour to own your own copy! Christian Prayer Manual. Spiritual Warfare Manual. Prayer for
Deliverance. Gethsemanic Prayer Model. Kingdom Prayer Style. Apostolic Decrees. Prayer Points.
A guide to biblical fasting discusses how to choose a fast, the connection between fasting and prayer, the essential components of a
successful fast, and what to expect mentally, physically, and spiritually.
Take back your personal power! "Beloved, I pray that you may prosper in all things and be in health, just as your soul prospers. "(3 John 1:2
NKJV) Have you ever wondered... If everyone wants to succeed, why do so few people become successful? Can certain relationship patterns
prevent me from stepping into my destiny? Are there habits or behaviors in my life that keep me from fulfilling my purpose? Develop the skills
you need to succeed in life! While The 40 Day Soul Fast focused on the 40 characteristics of an authentic person, now bestselling author and
empowerment specialist, Dr. Cindy Trimm delivers her follow-up--Reclaim Your Soul, which focuses on the 40 behaviors of a resilient person.
Learn how to: - Identify destructive relationships in your life and break free from their harmful impact - Avoid unhealthy emotional attachments
and shield your soul from possible damage - Unlock your potential and refuse to settle for anything or anyone that pulls you away from
fulfilling your purpose Successful people are resilient people. The key to resiliency is learning how to reclaim your soul each and every day!
Get ready to experience the best 40 days of your life! 40 Days to Discovering the Real You: Learning to Live Authentically is an eight-week
study of the life of the soul, the practice of fasting, and the process of living more authentically. It is a transformational expedition that will lead
you on an inward journey to greater health, happiness, and success as you learn to live from the inside out—as we are told by Jesus in the
book of Matthew: “Ignite the kingdom life within you, a fire within you . . . changing you from the inside out . . . make a clean sweep of your
lives” (Matthew 3:11). When all is well with the souls of humanity, all will be well in the world. When you have peace in your soul, you will
bring that peace to bear on the world around you—you will become the change you are hoping to see. Churches, organizations, small groups,
and families are encouraged to travel together on this 40-day journey to greater mental, emotional, and spiritual health. If everyone who picks
up this book takes it upon him or herself to encourage others to participate, we would create an unstoppable movement! You may think that
one healed soul cannot heal the world, but it can.Join the Soul Fast Movement by going to www.soulfast.com. There you will find soulempowering resources and tools to not only transform your life, but the world! 40 Days to Discovering the Real You promises to bring the best
out of you so that you can impact your world for good. Have the courage to follow your heart! Step out and engage with your authentic self—it
will be the best 40 days of your life!
DIVDIVBeat the devil at his own game and wage warfare with confidence!/div/div
"The Prayer Warrior's Way" shows readers that God created people so He would have someone with whom He could communicate and
share life.

You shall decree a thing and it shall be established! God created the universe by speaking it into existence. Crafted in the
image of your Maker, your words possess a similar creative power. When you declare the words of God with His
authority, your words will shape reality. Dr. Cindy Trimm is an international, catalytic leader who has revolutionized the
Christian world with her dynamic teaching on decreeing and declaring the Word of God. In brief, power-packaged
segments, she offers teaching on how to decree and declare the abundance of God over 40 strategic areas of your
everyday life. These include declarations, confessions and prayers for releasing the fullness of God over your: Spirit,
through prayer, meditation, and fasting. Mind, through creativity, study, and growing in wisdom. Relationships, through
forgiveness and agreement. Body, through self-control, healthy living, and rest. Job and workplace, through purpose,
diligence, and good work. And many more! Start decreeing God's Word over your spirit, soul, and body, and enjoy the
fullness of life that Jesus has made available!
IF YOU WANT DIVINE PROTECTION, DIVINE VISITATION AND SOUND SLEEP, PLEASE DO NOT SLEEP WITHOUT
USING THIS BOOK. The night-time is one of the strangest phenomena on the earth. The physical darkness it brings
provides the perfect cover for a myriad of physical and spiritual events to occur. Criminals and demonic powers take
advantage of the night to seek whom to attack or to carry out pre-planned assignments against people. On the other
hand, there are people who benefit from divine experiences and endowments scheduled for them by the Almighty
specifically for the night. By default, these events happen to people without their direct permission or participation... but it
does not have to be that way. This book "Command the Night: Daily Prayer Manual" is a unique book that provides you
with the spiritual tools with which to consciously participate in and determine the outcome of night-time events concerning
your life. Using the undiluted Word of God, prayers, commands and songs, this book shows you the proper way to close
your day in order to enjoy divine security, dominion and peace throughout the night. This book is relatively short by
design so that you can complete all the prayers before you sleep. If you read and do the content of this book every night,
you will become empowered to successfully program the events of the night to work in your favor and therefore benefit
from divine protection (from any sort of misfortune or attack - physical or spiritual), night-time divine visitations, divine
interventions, divine instructions, sound sleep and several other divine blessings available at night.
Your problems don’t define you; they refine you. Sometimes life feels like a roller coaster ride filled with ups, downs,
twists, turns, and unexpected sudden drops. Instead of moving forward with peace and purpose, our lives spin out of
control. When chaos and uncertainty threaten to make you feel helpless . . . what do you do? Don’t let life’s detours take
you for a ride. Get back in the driver’s seat! In Prevail, life strategist, Dr. Cindy Trimm, reveals how you can turn
problems into opportunities so no pitfall will throw you off course. Discover how you can: See your current challenges
asdoorways to new levels of success Break through barriers that keep you from enjoying life and loving the real you
Develop a winning perspective that positions you to prosper Wake up every morning with a sense of meaning, purpose,
dignity, and hope Your success, fulfillment, satisfaction, and destiny await you on the other side of your struggles, fears,
setbacks, and disappointments. In the same way that a diamond is brought to beauty through immense stress, your true
strength of character, worth, and value are found by embracing the prospering power inherent in your problems. You are
tougher than your tough times.
Prophetic Declarations For Breakthroughs-Volume 1 is inspired and put together to move your destiny forward and give
you daily victory and breakthrough in life by the power of declaration through your mouth. A closed mouth is a closed
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destiny and what you become is largely determined by the words you speak or declare with your mouth. You are a king
here on earth and every king rules by decree and declaration. So with this book in your hands, begin to declare and
release the power for the miraculous in your life. This book will be a powerful tool in all Christian homes and for all
believers, leaders and pastors. It is expected to bring revival to your life, ministry business, career, marriage, finances
and establish your unending dominion in life. Prophetic declarations for breakthroughs-Volume 1 will give you a testimony
you will never stop sharing till Jesus Christ comes!
Foreword by Eric Metaxas. Prayers activate God's power and God's power changes everything. This book will help you
understand how prayer is vital to your life, your community, and the world. It will challenge you to make prayer more than
a moment and instead make it a lifestyle.
Best-selling author Cindy Trimm's new release will empower people to walk in the fullness of what God wants for them by
helping them take charge of their day. In Commanding Your Morning Cindy Trimm helps readers achieve victory over
their circumstances through spoken declarations that activate God's power. The Commanding Your Morning Daily
Devotional makes that message even more practical by giving them daily teaching, scriptures, and declarations that will
empower them to start every day off right. Cindy writes in Commanding Your Morning that what begins with God has to
end right. Anyone wanting a successful day will benefit from this practical devotional.
This new book by best-selling author Cindy Trimm, The Art of War for Spiritual Battle will become the “go-to” manual for
preparing Christians to have victory in today’s spiritual battles with the enemy through strategic spiritual warfare and
powerful intercessory prayer.
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